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This rare item from the collection of Dr. L. S. Snegireff of Boston. Mass. 
is described by hi"1 as "Post?l Sationery for Troops in 1904, inscribed : 'Gift of 
H. I.H. Heir Tsesarevich and Grand Duke Mikhail .Alexandrovich. ' The Seal of The 
Grand Duke appears in the centre of the left upper comer of this 'Sekretka:' or 
letter card perforated on three sides. The interesting thing is that this particular 
item is postina.rkea after the date of birth of the new Reir Aleksis who was born 
on 3oth July, 1904 Old Style, but the old stationery continued in use for some 
months." Dr. Sneg;i.reff is quite riGht about this f!S we have one with the post-
mark ''Khe.rbinMilitary Camp 3'4. 1. 06 11 and the cachet of the ~4th EE!st Siberian 
Rifle Regiment in violet in place of the stamp. 17e mention this second example in 
oroer to giver as ~uch information as possible to our readers. It does not alter 
the fact that Dr. Snegireff 's letter cara. is a very rare piece. 

A.H.W. 
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THE z»dSTVO ISSUES OF IMPERIAL RUSSIA 1865 - 1917. 

By Cmrles Stibbe 

I have been requested by the editors to write an account of my display of 
sheets of the abo,e issues at our meeting or March 14th, 1953. I would however 
prefer to write a ~neral survey of the origin and development of this collection 
over the last twenty years and elaborate mainly on the fasctnation and engrossing 
interest which the collection and study of these issues has brought me. To start 
at the begiiining : -

In my boyhood days I started as a general collector. As time went on I 
found, as many of us have done, that the world was getting too big for me, and I 
limited my interest to Europe only. For some reason Russian issues had alwe.y~ 
appealed to me. One day, having tin:e on ruy hands . the Tapling collection in the 
British Museum might, I tho~ght, be worth a visit. Having located the Russian 
Section I proceeded to have a look at the fralll'=s. To my dismay and astonishment 
I co:ild find nothing that I recognised at all. Frame after frame was filled with 
stamps of which I had neither seen nor heard. I left the museum disappointed and 
coJipletely puzzled. No catalogue that. I ~assessed listed, or even mentioned these 
stamps. Ky fellow collectors in Leicestar were equally ignorant of them, and so, 
for the time being the subject was laid a.:.ide. Some time later, wandering · one day 
on the quay~side of the Seine in Paris ano. looking about in the bookstalls. I happened 
to spot a Stanley Gibbons catalogue of 1897 which1 out of curiosity, I bought for a 
song. In due course I turned up Russia and fo~nd that these stamps were all listed 
and priced. :My curio~ity was at once aroused and that vvas my beginning of my serious 
interest in: the Russian Zemstvo issues,: and from then on they have been my principal 
so~rce of enjoyment and study~ 

I would like at this point to express my indebtedness to two of our members, 
both of whom have passed away since those days. First, to the late Mr. E~F.Hurt of 
Harpenden through whoo: I purchased two ,ery fine collections of Zemstvos, the first 
an excellent collection of single coi;:ies beautifully written up and annotated and 
which with the help of Cfiurohin's Catalogue, famed the original basis of my mm 
collection. Later I bought a second collection of a very different character from 
Mr. Hurt. It was a much duplicated accumulation and very mixad, but it drew my 
attention to the great variety of types, printings etc. to be ~iscovered in these 
issues. 

It vvas about this time that I met our late member Mr. Theo Iavrov who was a 
real expert or Zemstvo~ and of the greatest help to me :.n the study of these stamps. 
In the first place he obtained for me a Carl Schmidt catalogue which deals in great 
detail with all the various issues. Every printing isseparately described with full 
details of transfer types, settings etc. In addition to this, Schmidt's catalogue 
had a forward of closely typed pages (nea.rly 50) explaining the purpose and scoi;e of 
the Zemstvo postal system. Unfortunetely this is in German, with which I have only 
a meagre acquaintance and it was a long time before I succeeaed in obtaining a good 
translation. 

From this time my pleasure in other countries died out and my interest 
concentrated on Russia, and especially on Zemstvos. I re-mounted and re-arranged my 
collections into what I fondly hopec. ~,1ight be a final effort and a permanent collection 
with but few missing items, covering the whole field from the first issue in 1665 to 
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the final one in 1917. The Zemstvo posts ended in 1917 when the Soviet authorities 
abolished the Zemstvo system altogether. I might memtion here that there were several 
impottant sales of lrussian stamps held in Landon in 1939 including Faberge's 
collections and the Zemstvc collection of Szymanowski and I was able to fUrchase a 
number of items missing in my collection. Other gaps are filled with photographs 
which I still hoFe in time may be replaced vnth original specimens. 

Having pretty well re-arranged my collections , I gave my first show of Zemstvo 
Etamps to cur Society, then in its early days. Dr. Wortman was in the chair that 
year and the Secretary was the late Mr. Pickering. The meetings were held in the 
Strand in the premises of Messrs. H8rris which locked on to the church of St. Brides, 
later badly damaged in enemy raids. 

Little did I anticipate then what was to follow. One day Mr. Le.vro~ paid 
me a visit and having had a look at ~y collection, he inforraed me that he was the 
o~ner of the whole stock of the dealer M:r. W.S.Lincoln late of Oxford Street and 
that he wished to dispose of it en bloc but wanted it to go to Eomeor.e who had a 
genuine love of Ze~stvo stamps. It was a tempting proposition, but one which 
required a lot of anxious thought. However, in the end we came to terms and I 
acquired the lot, never dreaming of all that" ' t would mean. With very few exceptions 
it covered the whole of the Zemstvc issues aw '. nearly all in sheets, mostly coa:plete 
sheets. There were many hundreds of them and it OFened up for me a completely new 
worlda--.id an altogether different conception of what my collection could develop to. 
It meant of course an entire re-arrangement, re-mounting, re-writing of the whole 
collection and this pro-ved to be a collosal task, but one of' engrossing interest. 
It has been coa:pleted in the last couple of years and still offers a vast field for 
study and research. 

I }Jave no~ arrived at the point where the editors of our Journal expected 
me to begin, namely a description of my display on 14th March last. 

This consisted ma.inly of a miscellaneous selection of complete sheets of 
Zemstvo Etamps, choEen with four main ol:jects in view. These were:-

First to shov.· theaictraordinary range of colour, design, methocs of printing, lay-out 
and execution comprised in these issues. 

Second to demonstrate he~ the collectior. of co~plete sheets orens up the field of 
research in ways quite impossible ·;,hen the lllB.terial available con:.prises only single 
copies or even pairs, blocks and strips. 

Third to Ehow up the peculiar and often fantastic ideas of' post-masters and printers 
in the productio~ o~ stamps and the organisation of a postal system, when left to carr 
out their plans without any inhibitior-s or rroGibi~ions to bamper them. Some of these 
ideas were original and sho~~d great ingenuity and were lat~r adoFted_o: adapted ~y 
other governments. The only conditions impoEed by the Imperial author1.ties were first 
that the designs must not include the cros6ed posthorns, and second, they must not 
include or resemble the Imperial Coat of Arms. 
Fourth to exhibit examples which prove that every known phase and branc~ of phi";-tely 
is included in the Zemstvo issues with the possible exeption of re-entr1.es of which 
I have not yet found any examples in my collection. 

Some of the outstanding exa.ruples are described summarily below along with 
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Lb: ;:articular f·eature they a.re intended. to de:nonstrate. 

Tc c;,en the shoo there :..as ::i. selectior. of stamps where a single OEP.Y repre
i:;;nted a oc.m-olete sheet, in as much as esoh starup bad been printed and out out in a 
aingle operation. The examples came from Borisoglyebsk, Lebedian, wga and Pskov. 
They ":.'lere of various shapes; rotmd, oblone, oval and lozenge, sate with plain ed~e 
and so~e soallci:,ed. Kost of them were emboEsed s~ing clear-out cameos of fine 
~orkmenship, others v;ere flat designs in colour. 

In most of these districts this E lo,r, and painful prooe~s did not last long 
~nd was socn foll~ed by similar de8iJns on normal-sized sheets both imr,ert and 
perforated. Jb:amples of these were also f>homl. In the case of Pskov diamond-shane 
'!:tamps the perforating IIlUSt have pre::sented a ticklish problem anITt-was ~•reoeeded 
by an issue in '.ihioh rouletting was tried. 

A number o~ sheets follo;"led, illustrating the .ma.kin;;: of sheets by using 
single hand-ste.mps, some ex:trer.iely crude and others quite handsorte. Where no guide 
•s provided the settings -~ere very irregular. Tete-beobe examples were frequent, 
atan:.ps overlapped or -were spaced far apart. In other cases the paper was -prepared 
in -advance b:, ruled squares in pencil thus ensuring regularity and align:nent. Theae 
sheets also shcned the wide variet.v of papers used; la id, wove, marbled, quadrille, 
ahite, tinted, coloured. colrse. fine - t:rom ver: thick to pelure. 

A further series of sheets ~iea ~ho~n to exhibit unusual shapes and multi
_gploured desi.gn,s up to sevc.n colours an,3. in general displaying the arms of the town 
or s01to emble~ representing the principal OCOUFation of the inhabitants . e.g. fishes 
for aea...;coe.st to't'lns. a milk churn for a <Jairying district, animals for fur-trapI-ing 
oountry etc. 

The use of Gold. Silver and PE.Q!l~ 1188 shown in the stamps of Igazan and 
Kbar!cov, sa&e:times alone; in other oc.ses along with other colours. 

Co:-.me=oratives were well re~resented by sbeet3 frat Krasn.y and Poltava. 
Th.r.:se of Krasny are bandsc~a rr.ulti-coloured stamps displayinz heroic anct'hlstorioal 
e?L:50,iea. The pres'l..ltI:eo taste:! of collectors are well catered for here, there are 
,;, r~nting~ en thick, h'= avy -pa~-er and "lr,o on oily transparent paper. Varieties 
.iib;).mci in the .::;hs.!e of cclourec. and bbck comer figures, sane have a dif'f'erently 
~ hrl ped f igu.,;-e and s oii.e h3 ve corner :·12,11rea missing al together. 

'.l'he ~:.:::me~::·re.ti,·es cf P.:.lt;:iv::, v.ere of a more serious and sober nature, but 
here tco the ?O:; t :~ l aa th,:,ri ties -~ere ea u.:;ht out. As in the case of Krasny large 
qu,:;.n:.i ties of remainders •:.rere left on their bands, but the Poltava people had sense 
eni.:-ugh to use up their sur,lus by ov·erprinting ne-;-; values, thus creatin::: a nU?tber 
.;_;f p::-c,..,isicr.als, ':?hich \Vere ~ot rid o~ in the normal way of _:-ostal business. 

P,,lt.3.~,-a abo i,;;3uec tht:: ·:j rdt Ze~,:. t·,o :;_:>hoto;;ra,v~ .:.ta, •• ;;, a vie,-~ of a typical 
i.Jic.·~inian farrohuu!?e ., ·.'Ii th coloured c::,rnex· f'iJures of valu:.: .;. ~{1eo b~· tyr:ogra-,hy. 

•J2lta-..ra also issued a lar3e na1i!ber of of'fioial sta.,-?s l'or the use of local 
g(.;vern:nent departments. Thei:se ·sere :;;•i 01e in number and the stan;:ps were all type-set 
in a separate colour for each <ie::,s.rt~ent, rried:.cal, educational etc. Each. of these 
five 'iet3 bore different nu:r.bers to corre~por.d with the c5.if'ferent 11istricts to which 
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they were allotted. In this case also there was a surplus and the unused stamps were 
later overprinted for ordinary pasta 1 use. 

large unwieldy stamps were represented by sheets from Ostrogoshk, Valdai and 
Konstantinogra.d, and miniatures from Tambov. 

Mysteries also exist, and t ,,70, which I have up to now been unable to solve, 
were shown in one sheet each from Alexandra.ya and Irbit. The Alexandra.ye one comprises 
18 stamps showing six separate impressions of a transfer of three (3 :x: 1). The first 
three impressions were made vertically, the sheet was then turned round and the second 
three impressions also made vertically, thus being upside down, a common practice in 
the early days of printing in band presses. The intriguing thing about this sheet 
however is that though the normal stamp is blue, the fourth impression of three stamps 
which appear in the bottom right hand corner of the sheet is green. Thus the sheet 
is comprised of 15 blue stamps and three green stamps. The latter are naturally by 
far the rarer of the two, but complete sheets are extremely rare and so far only t wo 
are known to e:x.ist. I cannot explain the reason for this anomaly. 

The Irbit problem is shown on a large ugly sheet of yellow paper typographed. 
There are two designs printed haphazardly throughout the sheet both of the same value,. 
but with different centres. The reason for this escapes me. The moat peculiar part 
of this sheet however is that these t · .• o differing centres must have been hand-stamped 
afterwards, because they appear all through the sheet at all angles quite haphazardly, 
and this is to me altogether inexplicable. 

Perforations of Zemstvo stamps vary froo: 6½ to 1½ and include most known 
types; double, rough, clean, line, comb, pin perfs, sewing machine perfs, roulettes 
etc. 

Errors are rare, but include three very striking and I imagine almost unique 
examples. 

Two are from Elizavetgrad. In both cases the sheet was composed of 12 stamps 
in four rows of three, and in both cases, in making up the plate one cliche of a 
wrong value was inserted in position No.6. In one case the mistake was discovered 
before printing and the wrong cliche was either erased or removed, leaving a blank 
space on the sheet which was then printeo with only 11 stamps. 

In the second case the mist2ke v;a s only discovered after printing but before 
distribution , and in this case the .. :rang stamp was cut right out of the sheet, which 
also then appeared ~s a sheet of 11 instead of the intended number 12. 

The third peculiar error co~es from Novaya l.edoga. There are really 'i;wo 
errors here, one of them being a double error. They came about as follows. Two 
stamps were required, 5 kopecs and 25 kopecs. The master die was prepared for the 
25 kopecs with the value printed in f i gures in each corner. From this, two transf ers 
were made of six stamps each (3 x 2). To save expense instead of making a special 
die for the 5 k. value one of the 25k. transfers was taken and the ~2" of the "25" 
erased. This transfer was then used for the 5k stamp and the required number of 
transfers prepared for each value. Unfortunately the workman who made the erasures 
of the "2" forgot one of them on one of the stamps, so that in eachsreet of the 5k 
stamps (total 125) there was an error of six stamps in each transfer , one of them 
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showing a 25k in one corner. Kore unfortunately still in building up the transfers 
for the sheet of the 25k value, one transfer of the 5k value slipped. in, so that in 
the canpleted sh3et of 25k stamps there ar;peared five normal stamps of 5k -.alue ano. 
~ which had three corner figures of 5 ana one of 25. This almost unique blunder 
was very soon discovered and only a few sheets were printed before the faulty transfer 
was replaced. 

A number of sheets showing re-tenant stamps of different values were also 
sho~n, the most remarkable being one from Pskov, having four different value stamps 
on the one sheet. The sheet is 78 stamps in 13 vertical rows of 6, arranged as 
i'ollows :- 36 stamps of 3k. , the most used,, 24 of 1 k. , 1 2 of 5k- and 6 of 1 Ok. ,· the. 
least used value. A striking feature of this sheet is that the stamps are all of 
the same design, the same colours are used in each stamp and yet each of the four 
values appears altogether different from all the rest. 

Humour is provided by the stsmps of Meli topol, in that, having transgressed 
the Imperial Ukase by imitating the Imperial Arms and havins been sharply rapped 
c-ver the knuckles, they proceeded to retaliate by producing a very crude stamp as 
far removed es possible from the af'fendin.3; design. It portraved in a large double 
circle the local postman leisurely riding a horse on his rouna and smoking what in 
some printings appears to be a pipe, and in others a large cigar. Another comical 
example is the tea-label issue of Griazovetz. Having had no specific instructions 
the printer delivered the stamps in five separate colours. When asked for an ex
planation he said that he had put the stamps on the same stone as sane tea-labels 
he ·.vas printing and as these were in five different colours to aistinguish the 
various qualities of tea, the stamps naturally came out the same. 

Many other features and characteristics of the Zemstvo issues were also 
shown, but I will only refer briefly to one; namely tha lay-out and setting of sheets 
which can only be c.'.:llilonstrated by conplete or nearly complete sheets. 

The stao.ps of Buzuluk show a nuffibs r of peculiar lay-outs as well as a great 
variety in the skill and qua.li ty of the !:rinting. chiefly by lithography. Transfers 
of many sizes were used, often broken up and used in separate units ,. Ets well as un
broken. This was done for various r 8asons such as economy and to get a balanced. 
number of stamps on a sheet in order to .:;et a round sum as the total value. As an 
examp:'..e of the latter a sheet compof:ierl of' 9 x 11 rows of 5k. stam,s made a total o? 

99 stamps, value 4-95 roubles. To ~£kc this into the more convenient sum of 5 roub~c3 
on~~ stamp was ac3.aee. at the foot of the sheet in a horizontal pcsi tion. In other lay
outs two or four stamps were added, or ~ or:ieti~es omitted, always for the same reason. 
When ecor.omy was the reason, it was generally owing to a scare~ ty of paper, and in 
order to get as ~any stamps as possible on to the size of pa:;:er available, transfers 
were broken ~p and added wherever possible round the regular set-up, either verti
cally, or side-."J&ys or upside-down, giving a most weird and often untidy appearance 
to the sheet. Other irregularities •r:ere caused by def'ective clich~s having to be 
rel!loved and often carelessly replaced, sometimes in the mic.dle of' a sheet. 

Key-plates were largely used in the Zemstvo, they ·;;ere made and printed by 
The State Printing Works in St. Petersbur3. There were four designs,- which took 
the device of any Zema tvo ordering them 1::i th variation of value and colour as 
desired. They were beautifully typographed, generally in sheets of 25, 5 x 5 w--i_th 
large margins. So~etimes owing mainly to delay in deliveries, or loss in transit 
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local printers made imitations of the St. Petersburg stamps to fill in the gap while 
waiting, and some of these were quite passable. 

PereslaT made a two colour stamp on a. hand press. 
in the paper made by the guide pins for the two impression~ 
registration of the two colours. 

Sheets show the holes 
to ensure the perfect 

Lokhvitza froduced some very striking designs in 3 colour zincography with 
the inscriptions in old Russian. Also a unique flower design in 3 colour hectography. 

Arzarnas also produced hectographed stamps. There were two printings of 
sheets of 10, and 28 printings of sheets of 5 (5 x 2 and 5 x 1) respectively. Ea.eh 
stamp varied in some slight detail and in consequence every stamp in the whole issue 
can be plated. 

Tikhvin, responsible for some of the prettiest and well-printed stamps, was 
in early a.ays guilty of two of the crudest and oddest efforts. One wa.s a stamp 
nrinted from the positive plate showing the inscription in reverse. The other 
printed in black oil white had the ground painted in by hand in blue ~ ter colour. 

Griazovetz believed in variety and sane of its stamps were printed on two 
sheets each containing three separate a.esi211s in a variety of colours, It would 
almost seem as if the authorities tr~ed to entice clients to buy by offering them 
a tempting variety. 

Kotelnich officials also thought out a brilliant scheme, namely the issue 
of stamps all of the same value and design but in five distinct colours. The idea 
was that each colour would indicate one of the five separate post routes radiating 
from Kotelnich which the letter or packet ·1~s intended to follow. 

Zemstvo post-masters were responsible for many other original ideas for 
checking and controlling the stamps and mail distributed by them. In judging these, 
it must always be remembered tha.t a great many of the Zemstvo post offices were 
situated in remote districts often very sparsely populated and the postal routes 
often covered long distances, the postman sometimes taking over a week to do his 
round, cciil.ecting and delivering mail in hamlets throughout the district. There 
ensurea. from this. two conditions which do not obtain elsewhere. First the public 
usually handed their letters with cash over the counter and the official in charge 
would himself affix the stamp. Secondly it was a matter of complete indifference 
to the officials whether the postage was paid on collection or on delivery. Hence 
in many districts there were as many postage due stamps issued as postage paid ones. 
In most cases these were identical save that they were printed in contrasting 
colours, the postage due ones being affixed by the poztman on receipt of cash at the 
time of delivery. This system explains many of the special methods of control and 
check. 

Zadonsk and Kotelnich each ·produced stamps with counterfoil attached having 
a number, and spaces for date and destination. This was detached at the office and 
filed for reference by the post-mast er. 

Krapivna's stamps were made wi th a hand-stamp and both issues were numbered 
by hand in ink, on delivery to the post office , before sAle. 
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Lubny also nu. ,:bere,· their sta'.llT)S in the Saine way, but onl:r afte_r sele. Thus 
every Krapivna ste,np bears a number, whereas those of Lubny ere found both d. th and 
.:·i thout 1:.u:1bers. The f or:ner having be ~n sold a.nd th 3 letter being remaind rs left 
on hand at the p~st office. 

I hope the.t this sum.'!lary of my dif-play ·""7ill mf.ke clear to readers the vast 
field covered b·;' the Ze!Ilstvo Postel ::ystem, both geogrephica.lly ~nd phih·telically. 
So far as is known 162 Zematvo districts issued a-tamps independently, rnich is 
equivalent to saying that the Zemstvo collector collects the stamps of 162 different 
countries, each being untramelled by the rules, conventions and regulations of any 
other .country. 

TRAVELLINr;. POST OFFICES DJ" LATVIA. 

Further to the list by Mr. A. Cronin on the .M8rkings from Latvia, I have 
come across the following .-

Gulbene-Ape un Otr. 
P .V .Nod :'.fo.:.~o 25 un 26 

Riga-Sece 
P.V. 

Riga-Ritupe 
r .v .No 7 

Vecgulbene-Upe 
P .V Jfod. 

Zilu•)e-Rige. 
?????? 

Jaunlatga1e-Daugavpils 
P .V ~o. 18a 

Liepaj a-Riga 
P.V.No. 56 

Riga-P..i tupe 
p . -r.,y. 

Daugavpils-Indra un Jtr. 
"??????? 

In each instance the town-names or routes appear in the upDer portion of 
the ellipse and the P .W .,P .V., or P .V .Nod in the lower part. Nod. stands for Noda.la 
meaning Department. In one instance I have come ecross the LIEPAJA-Riga postmark 
in reverse position, namely the route in the lower half and the P.V!. in the up')er 
half. The abbreviation Otr(adi) stands for others. 

J. Michelson. 



SECRETARY'S NOTES 

During 1953 fifteen new members were elected as follows:- U.S.A. - 6; 
Great Bri ta.in - 4; Australia - 1; Hollend - 1; Si':'8den - 1; Yugoslavia - 1. 
Considering the limited number of collectors interested in our field, we think the 
increase s ~tisfactory. 

We were recently pleased to welcome a visitor from abroad, Mr. John V. Stuart 
of The Hague, Holland. He ~hewed us a few uncom~on covers he had bought recently. 
One, and 1848, 10k. stationery envelope was addressed to Zhelovo and left Oborn on 
September 15th, no year shown. It bore a double ringe0 cancellation showing two 
sprays of leaves runr~ing up the sides (Prigare , Table 7 No.10). In the centre v':'as 
the date " 15.f'EH'', an error of 11 , . : for :r cn. 

One of our recently electeci members, Mr. E. Arkhanguelsky, now resident in 
Yuzoslavia and honorary editor of "Rossica", has sent us a letter he received in 
August 1939 from our previous secretary 11r. V.G.Pickering. Mr. Pickering acknow
ledges receipt of copies of "Rossica", says he is sending on a copy of our Qtiarterly 
Bulletin and notes that we then had 32 members. He adds that his time for stamps 
is limited by his work in connection with Air Re.id Defence. The world has been 
shaken up considerably since then and unfortunately Vivian he.s pa.ssec on. 

Our Vice-President has presented us with a teaser. Why, Mr. Stibbe asks, 
does the 24 on 3 rouble Consular Airmail Stamp (S.G. 266; San.2) bear the overprint 
"GERM. MARKI" while all the other values show "GERM. MA.ROK". We think both over
prints can be consid2red correct, though we are unable to se,y why uniform use was 
not made of one or the other throughout. 

Incidentally, Dr. Snegireff says he was pleased to find he had a cover 
beari.vig the red airmail etiquette as sho,m on Mr. Reynold's 11 0utstanding Cover" 
featured in Journal No. 12. This also shows the error in the word ·' aerienne" Thus 
two on covers are no·,1 known, which does not of course detract from the rarity as 
only four are known with the error. 

Until recently we had never seen Far East stamps (S.G. B1/5; SC.~/46) 
postally used and v1ere doubtful about this issue. Ho;':ever, t vm 11 Money Order" 
transfer cards have since drif'ted in; Blagevestcheuk - Ruklevo e...>id In - Blagevestcheuk. 
1920, 1921, bea.r~1g all values e~cept the 15 roubleo 

Up to now many collectors have e.Dnroa.chec1 the issues of Armenia with some 
trepid~tion. True several informative articles on the subject have appeared from 
time to time, notably those by our :::ie::ibers Mr. 'Y .E .Hughes and Mr. A .s .Penn. These 
however left scope for further research. 

In their forthcoming handbook "Armenia.", .Messrs" Tchilinghirian and Ashford 
commence with a full and interesting historical background. This oovers the troubled 
histo~y of the country before and during the stamp issuing years a.nd the events 
related give great help in d'3tecting soma forge '.5. st:0-m?s a."ld covers. Special 
importance is given to the postal history end postillarks section, both forged and 
genuine types of the latter being illustrated and described. There is al.so a check 
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list. The handbook should prove of great interest to the collector of Armenia , not 
only by its classification of all recognised genuine types of the~. monogram, but 
probably even more so by its challenge of the status of some of the best known types ., 
which have so far figured praninently in moot collections of the country. In this 
respect the book provides many surprises.: · 

Best wishes to everyone for the year ahead, 
J. BARRY• 

FOR A CHIDK-Lisr OF RUSSIAN POsr-OFFICES m OHlliA. 

In the third part of his Romanov serial, published in Journal No.1 O, Dr. G.B. 
Salisbury gave an interesting account of the development of Russian postal communi
cations in China, which gradually led to the opening up of a substantial number of 
Russian P.O.s in Chinese territory, most of which remained in operation until 1920. 

Dr. Salisbury's estimate is that there were 30 Russian P.Q.s at the time of 
World War I, sixteen of these being listed in his article. This total of 30 P.Q.s 
is practically' the same as the number of P. 0. s listed by Messrs. H.E. Lobdell and 
A.E.Hopkins, in their second edition of "Hong Kong and the Treaty Ports", their 
total being 29. 

When comparing ~he two lists however, it becomes evident that the total must 
be much higher, as Dr. Salisbury ' s l i st contains a number of places which are not 
included in the work of Messrs. Lobdell and Hopkins, while there are also at least 
a couple of other P.O.s known to the writer which are absent from both lists. 

As quite a number of members of the . .B. S.R.P. are keenly following up this 
"Used Abroad" line, it occured to the writer that Dr. G.B. Salisbury's initiative 
provided an excellent opportunity for an attempt to try and can.pile a list as 
complete as possible of these Russian P.Q.s in China, by pooling the findings of 
the members concerned, . some of whom are the highest authorities in this field. 

As a first step towartls such a list, the writer is giving hereunder the names 
of all P.O. s appearing in the two works mentioned above , or otherwise known to him, 
and he appeals to all members who know of additional offices , or who can cleer up a 
few doubtful points to help by sending their canments to the editors for publication 
in forthcoming numbers of the Journal. 

The P.O. s listed hereunder hs.ve been classified by provinces as far as 
possible; this classification may not be fully correct, as most Chinese town names 
have been changed since the 1912 Revolution, in .many cases more than once, so that 
several of the localities concerned could not be identified-with certainty on maps 
seen. In such cases and also i n those of doubtful spelling, the Il!!.mes given are 
followed by question marks and further information is specially requested. 
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This classifies. tion by provinces appears desirable as s cme of the Offices 
used ordinary Russian stamps only, while others were supplied after 1899 with "Kitay" 
overprints. sane of tbes.e latter appear, however,. to have used also \,llloverpririted 
Russian stamps, at least .in the case of the Rcmanov issue •. Generally speaking, the 
"Kitay" overprints were supplied only to P.Q.s in: China proper, but there appears to 
have been exceptions to this rule, and this is a further poirit which will require 
elucidation~ 

Name of P. O,. Province Period of Operation 

A) In CHINA EI'OJ2er: 

Pekin Peh-Chih-Li 1858-1920 
Kalgan Peh-Chih-Li c. ·1863(? )-19 20 
~ien-Tsin Peh-Chih.;..Li C.i 1896(? )-,.1920 
Che-Foo Shan-Tung 1899..;1920 
Hankow Hu-Peh 1899-1920 
Shanghai Kiang-Su 1899-1920 

B) In the RUSSIAN LEASEHOIID of PORr--ARTHUR: 

l)ilny (Dairen) Liao-Tung 1.899-c.1·905(?) 
Part-Arthur · Liao-Tung 1899··C.1905(?) 

C') In MONGOLIA: 

Urga 
KhobdO 
Ulia-Sutai 
Tsain:..shabi 

D) rn· MANCHURIA: 

Mongolia 
Mongolia 
Mongolia 

? 

Ande Kirin 
Ashekhe Kirin(?) 
Bukhedu (Po-Kho-Tu) Heilungkiang 
Chalainer (Dalai-Nor) Heilungkiang 
Chalan tun Heilungkiang 
Changchun Kirin 
Ekho (El-Ho') ? 
Imianpo Kirin (?) 
Khailar. (Ha_ Har) Heilun~kiang 
Khailin (Bailin) Kirin t?) 
Khandaokhetzy K.irin 
Kharbin Kirin 
Kharbin-,.Pristan Kirin 
Kharbin-Vokzal Kirin 
Kuanchentzy (Kw~mg-.Chen-Tse) Kirin 
)lanchuriya (Man~Chu-Li) Heilungkiang 
Jiukd.en Fengtien 

c.186.3(?)-1921 !? ) 
? -c.1921 ?) 
? -c.1921 ? ) 
? ? 

? -1920 
?, -1920 
? -1920 
? -1920 
? -1920 
? -1920 
? ,.;.1'920 
? -1920 

c.·1907 -1920 
? -1920 
? -1920 

latest 1907 -1921(?) 
? ,;.1921(?) 
? -1921 (?) 
? - ? 
? ~1920 
? -1905 
? -1920 Muliri (Mu-Ling) Kirin 

14'.yandukhe (Myang-Du-Kho) Heilungkiang (?) 
Nevchva.n (Newchwang-Ying-Kow) Fengtien 
Pogra.nichnaya ( Sui-Fen-Ho) Kirin 

? -1920 
c.1903-c.1904(?) 

? -1920 
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Name of P.O. Province Period of Operation Reference 

D) In MANCHURIA (continued) 

Sanchakho (Tao-Iai-Chao?) Kirin(?) ? - 1920(?) 
Tsitsikar (Tsi-'fsi-Ha.r) Heilungkiang latest 1907-1920 

(Dr. A. H. Wortman) 

Ulia-Erdi (?) Heilungkiang(?) ? - 1920 
y OIIJail (? ) ? ? - ? 

E) In SIN-KIANG-: 

Chuguchak 
Kashgar 
Kuldzha 
Urumchi (Urum.tzi) 
Shara.sume 
Tsen-Tsan 

Sin:--Kiang 
Sin-Kiang 
Sin-Kiang 
Sin-Kiang 
Sin._Kiang 
Sin-Kiang(?) 

c.1899-1920 
?. -1920 

latest 1889-1920 
c.1899-1%:0 

? -1920 
? - ? 

(Dr°' Salisbury) 
(Dr. Salisbury) 

Russian Post Offices in Chinese teITitory are supposed to have been closed 
in the last weeks of 1920. While this date is no doubt correct as regards Offices 
in China proper, in Sin;...Kiang and in Manchuria (with the possible exception of 
Kha:rbin), · it remains questionable wh---ther Offices in Mongolia were closed simultan
eously. Urga appears to have been held by Y:hite-Russiail remnants of' Adm. Kelchak's 
Army throughout 1920 and 1921 and it is entireley possible that the Russian Post 
Office continued, to operate there •mtil the Reds captured the city (1922? ). 

S.D.TCHILINGHIRIAN. 

AUCTION NOI'ES 

The following realizations vvere recently noted :-

RUSSIA: Ze:nstvo - a collection of Local 
stamps used and unused and arranged in 
districts (670) Bst. £ ·20 - R. £33° 

1923 large numerals and C.C.O.P., 5r., 
o.g. anc. f-=-ne, but bottom right corner 
creased. Signed Sanabria. San.15,$200 
(1) Est. £20 - R. £30 

LEVANT 1879, horizontally laid 7k-~ 
three copies on entire Constantinople 
to Cairo, cancelled dots; and 1884 7k. 
on entire Cairo, tied with large oval 
Constantinople pmk. (4) 
Est. £8. - R. £14-
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RUSSI!: 1889-94 14K. rose and blue, 
inve.rted centre, S. G. 57a, Sc. l, used, 
one corner perf short. Rare (1) 
Est. £75 - R. £16. 

1935 Moscow-San Fransisco Flight, 1 r. 
on 1 Ok. , S. G. 7o6, Sc. 6 8, block of 4 
with small "f". Est. £35 - R. £85. 

E§+ONIA AirmaiL The almost complete 
collection , o.g. and used , including 
varieties mainly fine (53) 
Est. £6 - R. £13.10. 0 

M.Am-E FLINT. 



.AMERICAN SAMOVAR. 

~ DR. G. B. SALISBURY. 

Fellow Samevarians1 It was a thrill to see the bold lettering on the 
Vanderbilt Hotel lobby sign, saying "Meeting of the British Society of Russian 
Philately, Room III". The Philadelphia group walked up and was met at the door of 
the spacious meeting room by the sr.:1iling programme chairman, Joseph Chudoba. and his 
fellow New Yorkers, Messrs. Adler, Hu".lson, Shaffer a.nd Darling. The Bostonians 
soon joined us, Dr. Snegireff, Mr. J; Mrs. Wisewell and son, and so did Mr. & Mrs. 
Sklarevski of Ba.ltiu1ore. Thus, wba t bad started out as an annual get-together of 
the N.Y. -Phil.a.· group, · became a general Geeting of the U.S. B. S.R~P. '· Across the 
street, at the Ann.cry, the Am. Stamp Dealers Show was in progress, but we, holding 
our own, didn't look. in at their festivities until late that evening. 

It was noon. Roger,- my Sa.movarchik disappeared, and returned shortly with 
sandwiches and beverages. While jav.rs moved, so did the rarities and curiosities 
brought out of jammed valises and these fascinating non-edibles aroused excited 
chatter until t-.vo o'clock, and the start of the meeting. 

Following the report of the U.S. OClClClitteernan, future plans were discussed 
and it· was approved that the U. s. section of B. S.R.P. Annual Meeting be held on the 
last day of the A. S.D. Sh""' in New York. Money was collected to reimburse Mr. 
Chudoba. for his .316.00 outlay for the room. Ee generously turned it over to the 
committeeman for the coverage of annual expenditures; however, this was refused and 
instead the chair suggested that the amount be sent to England for the benefit of 
the Journal. It was approved by the group present. Pictures were taken of the 
group by the 89.movarchik, and one of these, showing the members who have not pre
viously appeared in the Samovar photos is here presented 

Left to right , back row : G. DARLING - J. SCHAFFER 
Front row: E. WISEWELL - Dr . L. SNEGIREFF - R. SKLAREVSKI 
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• Dr. Snegiref'f was the first speaker on the programme. He presented a regal 
array of rarities, properly annointed with the oil of philatelic knowledge. Among 
these were the following:-

Straight line St.Petersburg, •boxed, 1768 on cover to Marseilles. War of 1812 
Grand Annee No.II letter from the general in charge of· supplies to the 
Commisioner of His Majesty in Vilna. _ Yarka V Amerike, Russian America's scrip 
currency in 1820 '_s.. On one side the official seal of Russ-American O.ompany, 
and value of 50 kop.·, while on the other side 11M:arka V Amerike"-. These were 
done in two printings and were found on sea or otter skins • .. !!'hey· are exceed
ingly rare as each Marka had a number, written by hand; every one was accounted 
for and nearly all, were taken back to St. Petersburg and aestroyed~ Russian 
Volunteer Fleet i tema during the Boxer Rebellion, and. before the Russo-Japanese 
War. One of these, with a figure, - in what numerical order ship was assigned, 
showed a reg. cover from the cruiser "Dnitri Dohskoi", lrra.:rch 1900 to Odessa; 
the second variety of two types used, was the Paquebot No~4 with the Russian type 
cancellation of the day. 

Space doe~ n,ot allow the countless others,- one must be content in ~ntionirig 
the rare Levant covers. Russian Office in Orete with the straight line in Greek 
characters, on cover, oval Baltic Stea.mboot cancellations and ROPiT. in Tulcea, on 
the Danube. · 

Kurt Adler was next. He showea. two albums filled with choice items from 
the recent "le.egerloef"· auction and others. He · exhibited various type cancellations 
of St.Petersburg and Moscow; the latter spelt many ways such as Moscou~ Moskou, 
lrfoskov. There was an interestin·g straight two line Polycheno-Derpt.1834, a 
bilingual Valk , ell types of Riga, large and small, double line; ·· red oval 1st St. _ 
Peters burg City Fost (a larger one came out a little later), an interesting straight 
line Polycheno (Received) .l4itave 1849 and one of the earliest Taganrc,g;;.Xerch steam.
ship postmarks of 1876. Mr. Adler also showed a rhomboid St. Petersburg of 1854 
(Prigara started his at 1855.'), also double rhomboid Moscow cancellation ~hewing only 
the date iri conjunction with1the recalar Moscow cancellation~ 

He also showed Rananov rarities, obrazets, mutes, German Field P. 0 's on 
Rotnanovs, also local revolutionary overprints of Uman 1920, sane double. The 'piece 
de, resistance' was a pair of Offices in Turkey :aomanov 2r. ~ one not overprinted.' 

Our third speaker was Rirnma Sklarevski, - and . he began by showing a collection 
of rare and intensely interesting books on our speciality in English, Germa_n and 
French as well as Russian., Among t1'.ese , . ..--as a Chuchin catalogue in English auto
graphed by the author for the well known collector Breitfuss- He then showed his 
prize-winnin·g collection (Am. Phil. Congress ~hibi tion) of the specialized study _ 
of the Aloe Tree of ··Batum. T-his truly deserved a prize with the complete platings, · 
errors on singles and multiples of the overprint showing R in Russian npn instead 
of typical "R". Only 1.75 of the error exist.: His show en6.e,l with a tremendous · 
display of studies, charts, die.grams and tables of "war censors" of world War I, 
and also of postcards. - These two sets of studies will be circulated among the U.S. 
members for additions and further types. 

Your Si.fllovar fol;t.owed with a big album of various mutes, on and off cover, 
as well as tables showing and classifying each t;ype by rlesign. Various members 
present promptly and generously added their mutes from their albums for my study 
and use. 
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Fil.. Wisewell presented the artistic treat of the evening. His albums of 
Wrangels were indeed amazing by their showing of beautiful hand-lettering illus
trations, scarce photographs, large magnifications of the Wrangel overpri.rits 
clearly exhibiting differences. tCortsidering that each large drawing on a pe.~e 
took two weeks, one can get an idea. of the tremendous amount of time and phila
telic affection spent on the collection. 

Joe Chudoba, an erstwhile rovinJ sailor, displayed a Kiev Gub. inverted 
c~ntr: on a 14. kop. wi thou~ thunderbolts, cancelled 14th May 1892, also many others 
with inverted centres and inverted backgrounds; also a plating of the first 7 ko-o. 
as well as a large group of mint and used Imperials and Soviets, rich in . eITors ;nd 
varieties. 

Rinima A. Sklarevski, · 43 Towson, Maryland engineer, musician and ardent 
philatelist, was born in. France, but '."/8.s caught iri Russia during the Revolution and 
did not get out for five and a half years, enough time to bec·oriie an expert in eating 
potato peel • . His father, a concert pianist, ~s .head of the Saratov Imperial School 
of Music, while his wife, daughter of a Methodist Minister, is a talented musician, 
teacher of music and holder of several college degrees. · His two little daugq.ters 
are likewise musically inclined. Thus Rimma decided to give up l!lusic for stamps. 
':Chere were too many musicians roe.mirig about the house1 Both Ril!ll!l8. and his wife 
Mary attended the John Hopkins University, but they met in-- Philadelphia when Rimma. 
was working in our city. 

He is a general collector, specializing in Russia, States, Cam=1da and 
literature pertaining to the above. His articles in 'Rossika.: the Journal of the 
Russian American Philatelic Society~ Stamps, Philatelic Gossip, and Baltimore 
Philatelist are widely known. He is the editor of the Baltimore Philatelist. Among 
them were the fe>llowing:- The I.eniri Mourning Issue;· The Postage Due Stamps of 
Soviet Russia; Notes on Russian Cancellatior.s on stamps ','Used Abroad" . in Balkans; 
The First Issue of Batum; Counterfeits of Russian Offices in Ohina; Volga Fainine 
Charity Issue; Russian Soviet Federated Re;public Catalogue, and many others in other 
fields. Articles in preparation are those on censors postcards, ship cancellations 
numeral cancellations and the Russian Offices in China. Incidentally, he recently 
gained second a,varit for his "Imperial Russia" at the "Chesapex" Exhibition. 

After the meeting we visited the American Stamp Dealers Show at the i!IIIlense 
Annory across the street. This was the third year of the joint meeting of the Phila
N. Y. group a.t the A. S.D. Show. The encouraging turn-out of members who live in other 
sections justifies change from a purely local to a nationfll scope., · All members are 
now urged to set aside the last day of the Show, that is the Sunday, as the annual 
get-together of all the members of the B.S.R.P. in the United States, as well as of 
those who can come from abroad. Please bring your treasures along and a typed speecl 
if possible on your presentation, which will be later submitted either to the 
Samovar for canment, or to the Journal. 

Joseph Chudoba should at this tine receive plaudits for his great co-operat
ion in rounding up the N.Y. and New England members for the 1neetirig. His tireless 
efforts were greatly responsible for the success of the affair. 

David Lidman, editor of the American Philatelist, our largest and finest 
Journal, writes he wo~ld like to reprint the Romanov article in a serialized form 
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in 1954, using it as a feature representation well illustrated. T.his along with a 
recent write-up of the :B. S. R. P. should bring us into more prcminence in America. 
Our Journal is regularly mentioned in the A,P. Index. He kindly offered to photo
stat our out-of-print Nos. 1 and 2 and bas presented us with the ne~tives •. 

Speaking of the American Philatelist, we must mention the excellent article 
on the Postal History of Alaska featured in the October issue. Alas,' it too speaks 
of no Russian P.O's there before its transfer to the United States~ and it complains 
of many fires that reduced the early fishing villages and mining camps .to ashe~, 
destroying possible cl~~ to the ancient days. There are no Postmarks of Si tka_ 
Office frOlll July 23rd. through October 17th, 1 867, the day before the terri. tory was 
transferred officially, but these are Ar.ierican not Russian. 

A new publication, "The Arctic Philatelist", · saw its first appearance under 
an C>ctober 1953 dateline. It is a twelve paged pocket-sized affair which will 
specialize in the Arctic countries such as Alaska; Canada, Greenland, Iceland, Norway, 
Sweden, Finland, U~ and Denmark;. dealing m~t-ly iri the postal history: of the posts 
above the AJ:-ctic Circle~ The editor is Richard S. Calhoun,. Si tka, Alaska, and the 
price is ,z1.50 a yefir. A sample copy will be mailed free on request. This should 
appeal to many of our members.: There is a rash of articles now in the American 
philatelic press dealing in our sphere of interest. H. Sheni tz has an excellent 
article in the "stamps" magazine of November 7th, 1953 "Finland 10 pen 1901 and 
Russia 10 kop. -1904 with inverted groundwork". 

One of the best articles in the Aclerican press is the long one featured in 
the Collectors Club Philatelist, of September, 1953, writ'ten by V.Ra.chmanov, "Russia 
Number Onett. It is a twelve page thesis of a topic the author knows so well. The 
outstanding part of the article is the description of the proofs in the collection 
of Mr. H.C; Goss · -of London,. and those in the collection of Sir John Wilson, as well 
as the cancellations on No.1 from the same collections. It is a pity that the 
fabulous collection of Rachmanov~ that won such great international honours in the 
past, was destroyed. by fire in )Varsaw;, durin•g the upris·ing of 1944. The Po1.ish 
cancellations shown in the illustrations are especially interesting. 

Samovar received a letter fro~ a dealer the other day, offering some real 
"bargains". They are lis·ted without comment :-

Russia, ~ 809, · Suberb, Red :Moscou Folder 
Straight line, st. Peters burg in black, 1784 
Different type, straight line •• •· 
Folder 1756 rarest and unique • •. • . • • . • 

.• .325. 00 

.. .350. 00 

. • ,850. 00 
•• ,8100.00 

These may be bargains, but your Samovar has the greatest army of rarities 
of Russia and Great Britain, in photostats, and clippings from auction catalogues 
and photos from stamp books, all nicely arranged and written up, as reference 
material. These add to one's interest and knowledge and remove nothing from the 
pocketbookt 
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MUTE CANCELLA.TIONS OF WORLD WAR I. 

By Dr. G-. B. Salisbury 

Pa.rt II 

Many nti3.mbers have contributed to this research by s ,:)Ilding me their mutes, 
photographs or phot:,stats of their collections. Besides the names already mentioned, 
i. e. :Messrs. Kurt Adler, F. Julius Fohs, John Barry, Dr. L. S. Snegireff and Capt. 
Shramchenke one ~uS:t mentio'!l Messrs. Blease, Shields, Wisewell, Chudoba, Sklarevski 
and Cronin. Yr~ Eugene Arcba.ngelsky, the editor and publisher of the prize winning 
Rossica Journal, sent me many of the missing issues, and graciously gave me permission 
to use any portion of the Bruhl and Bredis "mute" articles. One of these mutes, Vilna 
is reproduced in Table A. He like0.ri se infor.ned me that Bruhl died in Revel in 1940, 
while Bredis was exiled to Siberia in 1941 and perished there. Mr. Archangelsky, now 
living in terrible circumstances in Yugoslavia and in poor health, is one of the few 
remaining giants of Russian philately. In spite of everything and the confiscation 
of his stamp treasures, he is still very active and is indeed a great inspiration to 
the author~ 

In studying the designs of the ~utes it is very diffic4lt at times to class
ify them as there are border cases which can fit in more than one group. For example 
Table Bin a subsequent installment, of one ring and contents, can show types 
enclosed within a single ring, that can f it in other tables reserved for dots, 
dashes, lines, letters of alphabet etc. Ho-vever; simplification is necessary, and 
all concentric rings will be studied with a:rrl without contents, then we shall take 
up the other geometric figures. As nev,· t ypes trickle in, as they will, or as others 
write independently of their own holdings, we can incorporate the new types in the 
respective tables, by giving them new· numbers. Thus, the set:..up of the classifi-
ca tien·'will not be disturbed. When all the designs are in and all the tables 
completed, a new set of tables will follow, grouped not by designs but alphabetically 
by tc,vm Dames. Here, the name or na::ies of a town will be given, a.lso the gubernia, 
theatre of war, number of mutes employed, and their table numbers for rapid reference. 
I mentie11 the "names of a toni" advisedly as many to'V"Ils; especially on the P~lish 
and Baltic fr~nt have several names ~nd this can be very confusing to the uninitiated. 

There is enGugh material en hand f'or an extended thesis and all members are · 
urged to participate for the sake of completeness. This is a co-operative project 
for the benefit cf everyone. 

TAB!B A 

ONE RING-. 

The mutes of Hintzenberg or Khentsenberg, listed as iigures 1 and 2, or as 
A1 and A2 iii eur classification, show a variation ef thickness. This can be due to 
the .rubber st.a111p used, er to some other variable canceller, to its wear, to the force 
and angle of the feroe. q,pli.ed, ~as well as to the amot:nt and thickness ef the ink 
used. The Von Sharf'enberg ccllection of mutes owned by Mr. Fohs (abbreviated in the 
future as the V.S.) lists the .measurement as 12nm. in the catalegue flf the collection 
One in my possession measures 14.5mm and is a very smeared specimen, showing the 
spreading ef the ink. Please note the photo cf this postmark on the 1 kop. Rea:anov, 
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also the one on the photo of the same value from the Kurt Adler Collection, and the 
photostat of the 7 kop. Romanov on piece from the F.J.Fehs collection. Note the 
printed ccmmercial heading of the envelope cornerJ and the extra mute stempel along
side the Romanov stamp. 

Muhlgraben, shewn in A3 and A4 likewise presents a variatien in thickness. 
One in my pol:' sess i1m is 17. 5mm. Mr. Fobs mea.s urement for his pos tma.rk is 17mm, and 
the V. S. Qatalegue listing is 19mm. A pair on piece is shftn, the 3k and the 7k 
RemaneTs. Attenticn is called to the innerside square effect within the ring. 

A5 is Adsel, shown also on piece on the 7kop. arms type stamp. This mute 
is a little larger than the previot.:s postmarks. A6 is Elisavetgrad ana. it is a 
little larger· than the ene of Adsel. There are two c-ther mutes listed f'or Elisa
vetgrad, one is a thick large ring enclosing a small black rectangle with a white 
rectangle and a dot within it. The other is a large black circle with white 
irregular channels crisscrossing it, forming varieus geometric sl»pes. 

A7 is Valk or Valga.. One must mention that sometimes the names of Russian 
towns are spelled with a "V" or a "W" by the translators, as there is but one 
phonetic sound and alphabetical letter for both in the Russian language. A7 is 
slightly large and thinner than A6. Note the four stamps on piece showing three 
Valk mutes en the 2k, 3k, Rorrano, .. s end 2 of lk Arms type stamps. This design is 
one of five mutea used in this town. Others are: four hexagons enclosed within 
each other, the sme.llest enclosing a dot, a postmark of four small bars or lines, 
alse a. pair of thin intersecting lines with a I"etter "B" at the intersection, and 
another mute showing a paralleloera.m intersected in the miadle by two lines that 
ferm feur equal parallelo~rams. These lines travel beyond the confines of the 
paralle~egra.m.. This mute is either in black or lilac ink. 

AS is Kiev and it is shO',';n as a thick ring that measures 20nm. or less en 
my specimens. The V.S. measurement is 18mm. Note the commercial caver with Kiev 
printed on the envelope and the three mute. postmarks on the 1k, 7k Rema.nevs and the 
2k Arms type. There are other Kiev mutes in my collection, and all show a slight 
variation of size. Photo shows a 7 kop stamp (Romanev) from the cellection ef loose 
stamps. Other !:!•.:.tes ef Kiev are the --tYto ringed type and the square ef heavy dots. 

A9 is Revel er Reval. It is of the type feund in the V.S. collection and 
is identified by Mr. F~hs. See photo of the other type, as found in my cellectien, 
shtlWil ()D 7 kop R01!18.ney. This is listed as A25 in the table and can alse be seen in 
Ressice Ne.14-. The A9 is measured by ·.ll(r. Fobs at 20mm., and is listed ~n the V. S. 
catalegue as 18mm. The .b.25 is 28mm. M,y iwtes and these in Rossica are larger and 
much thickar than A9 and show- partially destroyed lettering which is nearly ebliter
a ted by close black lines fcrming the ring. Revel has twelve mutes besides the A9 
and the A25. These are of many complicated geometric shapes in ferms of squares, or 
as contents of broken rings, small hexegon, sprays of varying sizes and form; rays, 
petals and a single ring with a letter "T" enclo~ed. All wi.11 be classified later. 

A10 is Lemzal, a ring similzr to A9 but a trifle thi_cker. Note the photo of 
this mute en the 7 koi Re~anoy. A11 is Gorlo,ka, and it is also shown on a Roocanov 
in my collection. This Ofie measures 24mm., and is nearly the sa.me in measurement as 
Lemzal, being slightly larger. 
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A12 is Jitomir, of same thickness as A11 but a little larger • .Jitomir like
wise has a three cencentric ring postmark,- shown in a latter table. A13 is Karlshof . 
while A14 and A15 represent Jacccstadt (Iacobstadt~

0
Iacovstadt, or Ekabpils). Nete' 

the example of the larger or A15 on the 14 kop Rorranov in my collecticn. A16 is 
Bansk. · 

A17 is Odessa. This city has six mutes, listed in this study, and three 
examples of the mute shovm are in the photo. All present variations and irregular
ities. One is solidly filled in with ink, another shows big voi.ds in the thick ring 
and the third seems like a do~ble concentric ring affair, because of the lack ef 
sufficient ink to produce the thick ring effect. I ha-ye same with half the ring 
solid, the otr.er half appearing as jµst described. All are apprcximately 26mm. Also 
see the photostat of a pair on piece. 

Other mutes of Odessa are as follows: There is a circle like the A17 but with 
a broken circle within it which if smeared can resemble the similar design ef·" 
Novogeorgievsk circle with its circle of rays enclesed. There is alse a feur thick 
concentric ring design with a bull's eye which resembles similar ones o:f Khersen and 
Wo~nesensk. '.l'here is a similar design f or Odessa,. but with thinner four rings and 
a bull 1 s eye, alse the mere frequently seen two cencentric rings mute, easily recog
nized as Odessa's masked cancellation. 

A18 is Stockmanhof, while A19 is an unidentified mute found in the sheets of 
phetogra.phs by Mr. Leeser. Members are urged to send in their identification, based 
of course on a commercial cover carrying similar postmark. · 

The photostat that remains UD!D.entioned. on the first page of mnte designs of 
Table A is one of Riga. The complete design is shown and listed on the second page 
or continuation of Table A. 

A20 is a Vilna mute found en a stamp and cover bearing the identifications 
of this town. It is likewise pictured in Rossica No. 22. It is a portion of a thick 
circle er a ring. It is one of many Vilna mutes, my study reveals twelve. Several 
of these are of a circular design, resembling a flovi;er with petals, a thick ring 
breken into segments, a part circle and a full circle made up of small triangles, a 
six-pointed star, a military cross, a circle of dots enclosing another ene completelJ 
inked in except for six small circular black spaces, and an intricate design that is 
almost a circle, with a much smaller pair of concentric circles, radiating rays in 
the centre, and a 1914 in the upper half of the large circle etc. .A.11 ef these will 
be shewn later. 

A21 is Riga.. Here the circles are irregular, oval and thick, arrl are flanked 
an each side by four parallel lines,• such as one finds in the machine cancellation 
lines . Bredis on pege 161 of Rossica pictures same, but with an irregularly shaped 
circle of nearly rectangular design. Note the photostat ef A21 at the bett~m ef the 
sheet of the first page of Table A. 

There are nine mutes listed under Riga. Two have jgst been described. Theri 
is ene ef eight parallel lines in three sectiens minus the circle or oyal. Thepe ar1 
to be watched as eiften regular machine cancellatien lines t>n stamps are passed eff a: 
Riga mutes. Anether is alse ~f eight lines but in twe sectiens. There d:.s·; a space 
between the twe sets of parallel lines or oors. It is bordered on ea.eh side , right 



and left by three or four heavy and irregular dets or spets • .Another variety is a 
double ring mute with two lines to enclose the date and the ~R" and "A" em .tep, 
eliminating the letters "I" and "G", The date is 5 IX 1914. All these cancellati0ns 
have been in use and are not wem ones, but are regularly seen in censtant f1>rm. 
The last mentior.ed was used in the main Riga Pest Office (pechtevaya k~ntera) the 
Riga Central. There are ethers, a cross enclesed by a square, a St.Andrew's cress, 
a circle fermed by fot:r heaTY broken lines and a squ,e.r,e of d.ets. 

Bruhl men tie~ and interest in;; point in reference te Riga, in Ressica Ne. 20. 
He describes a cemm'.ercial ceve,r from Y.riev (Tartu, Derpa t) with a Riga mute pestmark. 
He was ef the epinien that this phenomenen was net due to interchange ~f mute can
cellers or killers by the two cities, but by the use of the con:mercial cover by the 
firm's representative in another to0nn, mailing it in, the Riga mailbox. This certainly 
does sound logical as it has been our experience to get letters with the commercial 
name of a firm and address on envelope, corririg from another city, mailed generally by 
the company representative whilst on a trip. A22 is Sevastapol. This city bls 
another mute, a three ring postmark. 

A23 is Smolensk, and A24 is Kharkov. A25 has been discussed earlier under A9 
or Revel. Note the photo of the mute en the 7 kop Romanov. A26 is a completely 
blacked eut circle showing partially destroyed lettering of the Stackeln regular 
obliterator; however or.e can easily see the name of the tO¥.n. Stackeln also has a 
mute of eight lines in the form of a ray burst. A27 is Kalish, a city in the Kingdom 
of Poland. It is a solidly filled in ring, showing the partially destroyed lettering 
of a Kalish postmark that can still be read. 

The last two are taken from Bruhl's tracings in Rossica. A28 is Vilna, pre
viously described under that town as a thick ring broken into segments. A29 is 
Ekaterineslav, and this mute is debatable under this classificatien. It is taken by 
the author as a circle er ring, and the portion of another ring cutting across the 
design, being merely the carelessness of the poEtal clerk in using a nearly dry· 
cancellation on the same stamp. Yet it may be a design ef just such a type. It has 
been identified on a cover and as such it is Gffered here. 

This ends the study of the single ring or circle. The next instalment '.Vill 
deal with the same ring plus various contents or designs within it. Members are urged 
to send in whatever they have, especially the mutes on commercial covers; identified, 
of Table A, just covered; and those of other types to be included in further studies. 

WANTED: Three highest values of the Consular 
Airmail Stamps. Buy or exchange offers to:
P. Harcksen, Straatweg 61, Rotterdam, Holland. 
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THE Lffi'IN ROUBLE VAIDE Sl'.AMPS OF THE U.S. S. R. 

(1925 ... 1940) 
By J.F. Chudoba. 

It has leng been noticed that these stamps present differences in frame 
sizes, both in length and width. Below will be found measurements of sr,me stamps 
we have been able to study. 

Frem the, list it will be seen that horiz~n tally the frame line varies from 
21 t• 22mm., (22 in one case only) so that the greatest difference is 1mm. 
Vertically the variation is greater, as the shortest length is 38¼, the longest 4o¼ 
(4o¼ ence only). Here there is a difference of 2mm. 

The question is, what are the normal measurements? In all, 55 measurements 
are given, 17 show a length of 40mm. while 20 measure 21¾ and 19, 21-½mm. It is, 
therefore likely that the normal measurements are 40 x 23¼, though there is n& 
certainty about this as further study could thr~ the result either ene way er the 
ether. 

In seme cases it may be that the paper was fed sideways inte the press, thus 
causing a difference, thcugh if that was s~, the watermark sheuld sh•w sideways. So 
far we have been unable te discern any but normal watenna.rks; others examining these 
stamps may fare differently. 

As many differences occur even in stamps C!lf the same issue it is difficult 
to advance the view that the new plates can account for the varieties. Possibly 
enE. er two were made; that however, -v:rould not explain the general instability. 

We can Bnly think that the differences are the result of both wet and dry 
printings, plus perhaps some seasonal influence. 

The Issues i,f 1925 - 1926 - Watennarked pape'r - Greek Border and Rosettes 

5 Rouble (Scott 302; S. G. 454-; Michel 296) 
Perf. 1o½ - 21½ x 40 mm; Perf. 12½ - 21¼ x 40 mm; 

Perf. 13½ - 21½ x 40, 21¼ x 40 mm; Imperf. 21¼ x 40, 21½ x 4o¼ mm. 

10 Rouble (Sc•tt 303; S. G. 454; Michel 297) 
1 3 3 1 1 1 Perf. 1~ - 214 x 39, 214 x 3%", 214 x 40, 212 x 40 mm. 

Perf. 12½ - 21½ x 40 mm; Perf. 13½ - 21¾ x 39½, 21½ x 40 mm; 

Imperf. 21½ x 40 mm. 

l Rouble (Scott 342; S. G. 451; Michel 308) 
/"U_ 1 83 c1. Perf. 1~ - 21 2 x 3 4, 21 x 372 mm; Imperf. No kno,,dedge of frame sizes. 

2 Rouble (Scott 343; S.G. 452; Michel 309) 
Perf. 1o½ - 21½ x 38¾, 21 x 39½, 21½ x 39 mm; Perf. 12½ - 21½ x 38¾ mm; 

Perf. 1Q½ on three sides and 12½ on feurth. Frame size unknewn. 

Imperf. Frame size unknewn. 
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3 Reuble ( Scett 344; S. G. 453; Michel 310) 

Perf. 1o½ - 21½ x 38¾, 21½ x 39, 21 x 39½, 21½ x 39½ mm; 

Perf'. 1 o½ on three sides and 12½ an feurth. Frame size unlmown. 

Imperf. Frame size unlmown. 

1928 - 1929 - Watermarked paper - Multiple Lczenges. 

5 Rouble (Scott 407; S.G. 534; Michel 359) 

Perf. 10 - 21 x 40, 21¼ x 40 mm; Perf. 1o½ - 21 x 40,- 21¼ x 40 mm. 

10 Rouble (Scett 408; S.G. 535; M:ichel 360) 

Perf. 10 - 21¼ x 40, 21½ oc 40 mm; Perf. 1o½ - 21¼ x 40 mm. 

3 Reuble (Scett 406; S.G. 533; Michel 358) 

Perf. 10 - 21¼ x 39½ mm; Perf. 1o½ - 21¼ x 39½ mm; 
Imperf. No lmewledge of frame size. 

The issues of 1939 - 1940; Unwaterma.rked. 

3 Rouble (Scott 620; S. G. 863, Michel 687) 

Perf. 12¼- - 21½ x 38, 21¾ x 38½, 21½ x 39, 21¾ x 39½ mm; 

Perf. 1 2½ - 21 ½ X 38½, 21 ¾ X 38½ l!llll. 

5 Rouble (Scott 621; S.G. 864; Michel 688) 

Perf. 12 - 21¾ x 39¼ am; Perf. 12¼ - 21¾ x 38½, 21¾ x 39, 21¾ x 39¼, 

21¾ x 39½ mm; Perf. 12½ - 21½ x 39, 21¾ x 38¾, 21¾ x 39 mm; 

Perf. 1 2½ x 1 2 - 21 ¾ x 39½, 21 ¾ x 40am. 

10 Rouble (Scott 622; S.G. 865; Michel 689) 

Perfo 12¼ - 21¾ X 38¾, 21¾ X 39, 21¾ X 39¾, 21¾ X 40, 22 X 39½ mm; 

Perf. 1 ~ - 21¾ X 39 mm.. 

NIZENY NQYGOROD FAIR P.O. (1906). 

The fairs were amongst tre great annual events Qf fonner times, lasting for 
six weeks from the middle of July to the end of August. Acccrding tE> Theodore Shaba.d 
in his "Geography of the USSR", they were discontinued from 1930 owing to the intro
duction of a planned ecenomy. The volume cf business necessitated the epening ef a 
temporary post office and the earliest lmown marking will be feund in Dr.Bechmann's 
listing of the 'dots' pestmarks; this is Ne.30 in the hexagenal type with the acute 
angles at left and right, and is very scarce. The next type which Prigara lists was 
a single-circle cancel inscribed 0 NIZHE'.;-OROD. YARMARKA" in serified capitals with a 
3-line date in the c~ntre, reading in this case 1865/AV~./13. The 1924 Soviet Cata
legue sh•ws a wern impressien ef a sil!lilar pe!:!tmark but reading "NIZHEX}()RODSK. 
Y.ARMARK.A. 11

, the date being 13/AVG./1881. Mr. ~- Freyman •f Capetewt1 reports a mcst 
unusual cancel dated 13 ... 8.05 with the ·::ord for fair mispelt "YARMOHKA". The latest 
type seen is . a part-pt!>stmark on a 1k. imperf. Arms reading"· ..• NY":°YAIMA.RKA /-.8.171'. 
Infermation frow fellow-members about other dates and postmarks types weuld help 
greatly to complete the postal history of this office. 
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